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Introduction
The new University of Iowa Information Technology Facility (ITF) is part of the Oakdale Research

Park Campus in Coralvi"e, IA. The Greenfield building replaces aged IT facilities infrastructure, advances
the University's mission, and is unique in thai it serves multiple user organizations: 1) Health Care
Information Systems (HCIS); 2) University Information Technology Services (ITS); and 3) Research and

.Collegiate Hosted Servers (RCHS)_ End users joined their IT and facilities colleagues in a series d
structured programming meetings to improve alignment among the groups, model future IT infrastructure
growth scenarios, assess the condition and capacity limitations d theexisling data centers, generate a gap
analysis and, ultimately, a future-slate data center roadmap, basis of design, and business case. As a
result, the space,· power, and cooling infrastructure was right-sized (neither over provisioned nor under
provisioned) to optimize the performance versus cost, Tier level, flexibility, scalability, expandability, and
reliability.

The new 42,800 sf data center facility has two command centers and two 7,200 sf data halls. The
building systems are designed to be highly modular and flexible for an IT hardware load that will grow
over time: 800 kW at Day 1, 1.3 MW at Day 2, 1.7 MW at Day 3, and 3.6 MW fo~ future building
expansion. The building uses the Oakdale campus Central Utility Plant (CUP) for chilled and heating water
with on-site redundancy and auto;"atic failure mode control sequences to integrate a 405-ton back-up air
cooled chiller, 2 MW standby diesel generator, and N+ 1 UPS system. Since the various building users
required different levels of reliability and power density across the IT white space, cost savings were
achieved with a multi-tier hybrid data center strategy that provides multiple levels of redundancy within the
infrastructure systems (Uptime Institute Tier I and III. classifications). The building has achieved LEED
Platinum certification from the US Green Building Council (USGBC). It is the first building on the Iowa
campus to achieve this ultimate standard for green design. .

Education is the most important asset we can leave our children, and what better way to contribute
to environmental and energy education than by providing a highly sustainable, energy-efficient building in
a higher education campus environment. A project like this demonstrates to the local community, other
universities, and to the world that green sustainable design is very important and achievable even for a
high-power-Ioad, specialized IT building such as this.. lilt was. no easy task to design a facility that meets the
specialized needs of IT but is also efficient enough to reach LEEDPlatinum status," said Lee Carmen,
Associate Yice President for Information Systemsat UI Health Care in a university announcement.

Energy Efficiency
The following energy-efficiency solutions were incorporated into the mechanical systemsdesign:
1. Increased chilled water temperature difference (18°F 6.T)to reduce flow and save pumping energy
2. Water-side economizer on chiller to operate in free cooling mode when the conditions are appropriate
3. YariableFrequency Drives (VFDs)or Electronic Commutated Motors (ECM) on mechanical equipments
4. Direct air-side economizer for building air handler units to operate in free cooling mode when the

conditions are appropriate
5. Data center cooling units placement perpendicular to IT cabinet rows and IT cabinet arranged in a hot-

cold aisle configuration to maximize cooling effectiv~ness
6. The CRAH units for the data halls are controlled to match the varying IT load, utilizing raised floor

pressure control to vary the speed of the supply air ECM motors and supply air temperature to modulate
the chilled water 2-way control valves

7. The data center floor to roof deck is 25' (average) to allow the hot air from the IT hardware to rise and
stratify along the exposed building roof structure

8. The return air ductwork for the CRAH units are extended vertically 10 bring back the hottest dir to
maximize the cooling efficiency

9. The penetrations in the supply air plenum space below the raised floor are sealed to prevent
inefficiencies caused by bypass air

10. UPSbatteries are isolated in a separate room to reduce exhaust requirements
11. Evaporative humidifiers in the air handler units minimize power consumption
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12. Domestic hot water is produced by a heating water heat exchanger system which utilizes the central
utility plant heating system

13. At the time of design the energy efficiency requirement for the project was meet ASHRAE 90.1·2004.
The design team elected to meet or exceed the more stringent requirements of ASHRAE90.1-2004 plus
30% and ASHRAE 90.1-2007.

Indoor Air Quality and Thermal Comfort
Space-by-space outdoor air quantities were strictly followed per ASHRAE 62-2007. Air flow

measuring stations are provided to ensure the right amount of outside air is being delivered to the air
handler system and key spaces. The conference rooms have a carbon dioxide (C02) sensor to monitor and
regulate the amount of supply air to the space. The air handler system utilizes the CO2 sensor reading with
demand control ventilation (DCY) to override the outside air setting to bring in more outside air when
needed. The janitor room and chemical treatment closet are exhausted to maintain a negative pressure
differential to improve the air quality and health in the odjacent occupied spaces by preventing odors from
escaping these rooms.

Low volatile organic compound (YOC) emitting construction materials were used throughout to
produce a healthier building for its occupants. At the end of construction, the building air handler units
were used to flush out the air in the building continuously over a week and a half period of time. Then an
environmental testing agency performed indoor air quality readings to determine that the building was
purged of any high levels of YOCs, typically associated with new construction materials, and they deemed
the facility healthy for occupancy.

Each occupied room is served by its own variable air volume box with an occupant-adjustable
thermostat. The air handler units serving the facility contain a humidifier to maintain a minimum of 30%
relative humidity in the building. The humidification system provides a healthy environment for the
occupants and minimizes the risk of electrostatic dischorge (ESD) from damaging the IT hardware. The
building occupants have been very satisfied with their work environment because of the thermal condition
features from ASHRAE Standard 55-2004 that were included into the design.

Innovation
Data centers consume a lot of energy (sometimes as much as a medium-size town). Optimizing the

building systems is only one part of the equation for reducing energy consumption and sustainable impact.
The data center is, of course, home to IT equipment, such as servers, storage and network gear, that
requires the bulk of the power and cooling for the facility. Or simply put: IT Hardware + Facilities
Infrastructure = The Data Center. For the ITF project, a holistic design approach was pursued by focusing
first on the core of the data center: its IT hardware loads, then the building envelope and structure, and
finally the electrical and mechanical infrastructure systems supporting the data center-all while balancing
the owner's reliability/uptime needs and energy-use/sustainability aspirations. As a direct result, the
cooling energy and power distribution losses are reduced by adopting the following energy conservation
and air quality measures:

Information Technology
1. New EnergyStar rated and higher efficiency hardware is being utilized, while old, inefficient servers

are decommissioned
2. The owner has adopted virtualization and server consolidation strategies
3. The IT cabinets utilize internal and external IT cabinet blank-off panels to prevent air recirculation

Building Structure
1. High thermal value building materials
2. Continuous thermal barrier without bridges for precast walls
3. Highly efficient windows with interior blinds and exterior overhangs for shade
4. Minimized the window area to reduce solar loads and damage risk from projectiles penetrating the

windows during a tornado
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5. Insulated man doors and service doors
6. White roof utilized to reduce cooling load heat storage effect

Electri~al
1. High-energy efficient dry-type NEMA TP-1 transformers, 92% efficient UPSunits at 80% load and Power

Distribution Units with K-20 transformers
2. Programmable master lighting control system
3. Super T8 fluorescent lamps and elecfrbnic ballasts liSlht fixtures
4. Occupancy sensors for local lighting control

In an effort to demonstrate the university's strong commitment to clean air, a generator combustion
exhaust system was provided thai far exceeded the current Iowa EPA air quality standards. A Diesel
Particulate Filter (DPF) and Selective Catalytic:: Reduction (SCR) system was installed on the generator
combustion exhaust system. The DPF/SCR combination enables the system to achieve compliance with
Iowa EPATier IV final emission standards. This appears to be the first Tier IV final compliant installation of
a stationary standby generator in the state of Iowa. The DPFacts as.a filter using high-temperaturesilicon
carbid~ blocks to trap pariiculate matter in theexhaust. As gases containing carbon particles accurTlUlate,
the device. periodically heats the carbon, causing. it to ignite and burn off as water and c.arbon dioxide.
Additional air pollutants such as nitrogen oxide (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) and other hazardous air pollutants (HAP) are aggressively reduced by the SCR. The
SCR system uses a urea reactant which is injected into the combustion air stream. According to the
emission testing performed on site, the system achieved a NOx reduction of over 90%, representing an
estimated reduction of 1.54 tons of NOx pollutants per year. Refer to sketch MSK-1' for system diagram.

Operation' and Maintenance
During the design process, manysystem decisions were made with the desire to eliminate the need

for a facilities engineer to operate thefacility24 hours per day, 7days per week and to reduce the amount
of maintenance required. The data center facility contains a fully automated BUilding Management System
(BMS) and an Electrical Power Monitoring System (EPMS)to operate and monitor infrastructure systemswith
remote access capability by facility engineers at the CUP. The facility contains detailed metering of the
main power utility, chilled water and heating water services, along with power sub-metersto accurately
divide the.utility bills between the user groups. This is not a common practice for institutional projects, or
even enterprise data center projects; to provide visibility to user-level energy' consumption and operational
expenses. This visibility and joint ownership empowers the business, IT and facilities organizations to
continually collaborate.to improve efficiency and reduce costs. Additionally, the offices, conference rooms
and operation centers contain a dedicated thermostat for occupant control.

The chilled water and heating water systems utilize pressure independent flow control valves for the
equipment, which eliminates the need to rebalance the valves as IT load changes in the future. Manual
isolation valves 4" and larger, mounted 6' above the finished floor are equipped with chain actuators to
make it easier to routinely exercise the valves and to reduce the response time to react to a leak in the
system by closing the appropriate valves without having to use a ladder. The valves are labeled to. identify
the system, location, and tag number, which reference a valve schedule and floorplan. In addition to
labeling the valves, the valve chains are also labeled with the valve label to make it clear to the facility .
engineer that they are operating the correct valve during a maintenance or failure scena~io. Any piece of
equipment requiring electrical power is labeled to include the name of the electrical power source or
sources when dual fed.

Prior to turning over the facility to the owner, an independent commissioning authority performed
five levels. of commissioning to assure the design was implemented properly, the systems have been
completely tested and operate as intended. These levels are: 1) Factory Acceptance Testing; 2) Component
Start-up; 3) Equipment Level Testing; 4) System Interface Testing; and 5) Integrated System Testing. This
process is extremely important for successfuloperation of this mission critical facility.
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An environmentally friendly "green" cleaning program was implemented for this facility. The diesel
fuel oil system contains a permanently installed polisher to keep the fuel oil clean and reliable for the
generator operation. The humidifiers are served by reverse osmosis water to maintain clean surfaces in the
air stream and to prevent scaling, thus minimizing maintenance.

Cost Effectiveness
The design team and owner right-sized the facility by developing future date models and master

plan scenarios to optimize space, power and cooling in .order to lower the first cost of construction. This
right sizing of the power and cooling to match thQ IT hardware deployment translates into energy savings
and greater. return on investment. Ultimately, right-sizing the infrastructure frees up money for more
strategic IT hardware investments. In addition, the data center was designed with modularity in mind to
allow for the raised floor area to be doubled in size when building expansion is required in the future.

The facility is a multi-tiered hybrid design to allow for different usage, redundancy and reliability
for different user groups without expensive over-provisioning for any particular user group. The HCIS Data
Hall requires high reliability with an average IT load of 4-5 kW/cabinet. The ITS area of the Data Hall
requires medium to high reliability with an average ITload·of 4-5 kW/cabinet.The RCHS area of the Data
Hall requires low reliability with an average IT.load of 15-18 kW /cabinet (high density). The design is
flexible to accommodate a variety of design parameters with no major cost additions. The detailed
programming effort with the end users.at the project outset enabled a more efficient and cost-effective
design strategy than the usual approach of designing the entire data center at a single Tier level or at an
average watts per square foot.

The original project goal was to achieve LEEDSilver. After multiple meetings and collectively effort
from the entire project team, the LEEDgoal was raised to LEEDPlatinum with minimal cost impact to the
project.

Cost savings and space reduction were a result of combining the chiller and drycooler economizer
within one unit instead of having two separate units. The unit footprint was smaller, which reduced the size
of the precast screen wall and reduced the amount of piping connections. .

Environmental Impact
The building plumbing system utilizes dual-flush low-flow water closets, ultra low-flow urinals,

low-flow lavatory faucets, low-flow showers,. and low-flow kitch!~n sink faucets. The lavatories use
electronic, metered faucets to further reduce water use. The building uses 42.9% less water than the LEED
baseline calculated for the.bUilding.

The emergency generator provides back-up power to the mission critical equipment. Due to the
criticality of the facility, the unit will be exercised more often than a conventional life safety generator. The
generator room location, ot the NE corner of the building, and the air handler unit (AHU) outside air intake
positions, on the south side of the building, were strategically placed on opposite sides of the building (with
the prevailing wind out of the NW) to prevent the generator combustion exhaust air from contaminating the
AHU outside air intake used for the building occupants.

The DPF/SCR system was primarily installed to clean the harmful air pollutants from the diesel
generator emissions, but it also reduces the noise levels out of the exhaust pipe when the generator is
running. .

A 7,800 sf bioswale in the form of a shallow ditch with vegetation and compost is located along
two sides of the building to remove silt and pollution from the surface runoff water by naturally filtering and
absorbing the water. The bioswale also provides erosion control for the property.

The facility incorporated sustainable transportation measures: bicycle storage, shower facilities,
and carpool parking.

Almost half of. the building materials came from within 500 miles of the site: 55% of the wood
based construction materials were Forest Stewardship Council certified; 32% of the total construction
materials were from recycled materials; and during construction, 341 tons (86% of total) of construction
waste was diverted from landfill.
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